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•  The Problem:  An increasing number of recent 
reports of lack of reproducibility of published findings. 

•  Several high profile replication attempts have been 
unable to reproduce most studies that were 
examined. 

•  The issue is especially critical for preclinical research, 
which can be the basis for clinical trials that are 
doomed to fail. 

•  Congress is taking notice. 

•  NIH and journals are revising review criteria. 



Concerns identified in preclinical cancer studies:"

1)  Prinz et al. (2011) Believe it or not: How much can we rely on 
published data on potential drug targets? Nature Reviews Drug 
Discovery. Inconsistencies in 2/3 studies"

2) Begley and Ellis (2012) Raise standards for preclinical cancer 
research. Nature. 6/53 “landmark” papers replicated"

"
3) Begley (2013) Six red flags for suspect work. Nature.!

!-Were experiments performed blinded?!
!-Were basic experiments repeated?!
!-Were all the results presented?!
!-Were there positive and negative controls? !
!-Were reagents validated?!
!-Were statistical tests appropriate?!



An example of the problem in Neuroscience:  Our 
experience with the FORE-SCI Replication Contract."
""

In 2003, NINDS issued an RFP for contracts to replicate SCI models 
and treatment. Fore-SCI contracts were funded for a total of 10 years 
and 20 promising, high profile studies were repeated, 18 of which 
have been published."
""
"Only about 10% of the published findings were replicated. A major 
problem was lack of transparency of experimental details in published 
papers. "

"
"Our interim report:"

 "
"Steward et al (2012) Replication and reproducibility in spinal cord 
research. Exp. Neurol. Special Issue, 233, 597-605.!

"
"



•  Surprising preponderance of failures to replicate (16/18) 
–  What does a failure to replicate actually mean? 

•  Methods sections are often misleading 
–  Randomization is rarely explained and often is NOT DONE. 
–  Communication with original authors often reveals that the 

experiment was NOT done as the Methods imply. 
   

•  Publishing negative results is doable and generally well-
received by the field. 

–  Over the past 10 years, I’ve published 13 papers reporting 
failure to replicate including one in Cell and 2 in Neuron. 

 

Findings and conclusions from the FORE-SCI project"



 
•  Papers describe work carried out over prolonged time 

periods, sometimes several years.  Experimental 
groups are sometimes NOT run simultaneously, but 
this is not described in the Methods.  This is not 
unique to SCI research or to preclinical studies. 

•  Batching of animals/non-simultaneity of group 
assessment is almost never explained. 

•  In some cases, there is no practical alternative (for 
example with complicated protocols in which only a 
few animals can be done at any time). 

Important methodological issues we discovered"



In preclinical research the problems seem to be more about 
experimental design and executioin than post-hoc quantitative or 
statistical analysis.  Problems include:  "
"
1-Pooling data from experiments done over time and then compiling 
groups at the end.  Often the subjects in individual experiments in 
the compilation were not randomized, and sometimes different 
groups may be done on different days.  This is especially 
problematic for interventions that take time to produce (like a spinal 
cord injury). "
 "
2-Testing to a foregone conclusion:  This involves doing interim 
statistical analyses and increasing "n" until a significant effect is 
seen.  This related to the first because of the lack of clear stopping 
rules in studies done over prolonged time periods.  "
"
"



Continued:  "
"
3-Searching for the positive result (multiple comparisons until you 
find a measure on which groups differ). "
"
4-Publication bias for positive results, and failure to report the entire 
collection of analyses in a particular study.  "
"
5- Lack of self-replication prior to publication.  "
"
6-Failure to report methods completely and transparently, especially 
in terms of pooling data from different experiments, randomization, 
and group compilation."
"



The most common criticism of reports of failure to replicate is that 
the replication wasn’t done in exactly the same way.  This is 
invariably true.  "
"
BUT, whatever happened to the “caveats” section of Discussions? If 
there is reason to believe that findings only apply in a highly 
constrained set of circumstances, it’s important to say that.  At the 
very least, until proven otherwise, it’s important to say that the 
findings MIGHT only apply in a highly constrained  circumstances"
"
AND for preclinical studies that are presented as pointing the way to 
therapies, if things only work in highly constrained settings, the 
approach is NOT going to be translatable."
"
The problem is that the culture of science and the reward structure 
of academics emphasizes “high profile” journals.  Noting caveats 
doesn’t get you there."
"



Due in part to the results from the FORE-SCI Contracts and 
other reports, NINDS convened a workshop in June 2012. 
Minimal requirements from NINDS workshop: sample size 
estimation, whether and how animals were randomized, 
blinding, appropriate data handling (data inclusion, 
exclusion) and thorough and transparent reporting.!
"

Nature, 490, 187-191, 2012."



In 2013, The Society for Neuroscience established a 
Scientific Rigor Working Group (O. Steward and E. Dicco-
Bloom, Co-Chairs).  "
"
Through the efforts of the Working Group, there were two 
symposia related to scientific rigor at the SFN meeting in 
2014 including:  Reliability	  of	  research	  findings:	  Emerging	  
best	  prac8ces	  to	  improve	  rigor:	  Par$cipants	  included	  Story	  
Landis,	  Tom	  Insel,	  Francis	  Collins,	  Huda	  Zoghbi,	  and	  John	  
Morrison."
"
SFN has received a grant to produce training modules in 
best practices to enhance scientific rigor."



There are ongoing efforts by other scientific societies 
to improve reproducibility"



Actions by NIH"





P-hacking"



A core set of reporting standards  
for rigorous study design"

•  Randomization."
•  Blinding"

–  Allocation concealment"
–  Blinded testing"
–  Blinded outcome assessment"

•  Sample size determination (pre experiment power calculations."
•  Data handling"

–  Stopping rules"
–  Prospective inclusion/exclusion criteria"
–  Handling of outliers"
–  Endpoint selection (avoiding testing to a foregone conclusion)"
–  Defining what constitutes an “experiment” for purposes of 

analysis."



NIH Initiatives include: "



NIH Initiatives include: "





Latin scholars will note this should be “Rigor or Mort”."

Some recommendations for best practices for 
preclinical research in neuroscience"

Steward and Balice Gordon, 
2014, Neuron 84, 572-581"



Reliability	  of	  research	  findings:	  
Emerging	  best	  prac8ces	  to	  improve	  rigor	  

Co-moderators at the table were Story Landis, recently retired Director of the 
National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke and Tom Insel, Director, 
National Institute of Mental Health. 

Frances Collins 

NIH Director Frances Collins 
talking about our paper. 



The biopharma definition of “preclinical research”:  
Everything done prior to human biology validation studies, 
i.e., everything done in cells and animals.!









"
John H. Morrison, PhD"

"
Professor of Neuroscience"

"
Dean, Basic Sciences and the Graduate School of 

Biomedical Sciences"
"

Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai"

One approach to training at the institution"
Building upon the required RCR course"



•  NIH requires that all trainees, …receiving support through 
any NIH grant… must receive instruction in responsible 
conduct of research.”"

•  Format:  Substantial face-to-face discussions…are highly 
encouraged. Online instruction is not considered adequate. "

•  Instruction must be undertaken at least once during each 
career stage, and at a frequency of no less than once every 
four years."

Responsible Conduct of Research: RCR "



RCR: NIH Conduct Issues of Concern  
 
RCR at Mount Sinai includes eight modules, 7 on how to 
be a good scientist  
 
•  Research Misconduct"
•  Lab notebooks"
•  Conflict of Interest"
•  Human Subjects"
•  Animal Welfare"
•  Publication Practices and Responsible Authorship"
•  Mentor / Trainee Responsibilities"
•  Peer Review"
•  Collaborative Science"
 



RCR: NIH Conduct Issues of Concern  
Build in Best Practices (Charles Mobbs, PhD)  
 •  Research Misconduct: Clarify what it is and is not"
•  Lab notebooks: Data acquisition, management, 

ownership, sharing; Detailed protocols"
•  Conflict of Interest: Unintentional bias"
•  Human Subjects: Randomization, blind, stats"
•  Animal Welfare: Quality and choice of animal model"
•  Publication Practices and Responsible Authorship: 

Transparency, detailed methods, full reporting"
•  Mentor / Trainee Responsibilities: Appropriate 

incentives; testing vs proving hypothesis"
•  Peer Review: Balancing rigor and novelty"
•  Collaborative Science: Lab visits and independent 

corroboration"
 
Steward and Balice-Gordon is the Syllabus at Mount Sinai"



The culture of the lab: Are best practices discussed and put 
at a high priority? "
1) Is the experimental design from start to finish laid out 
prospectively?"
2) Is every detail sufficiently noted to allow for replication in 
and outside the lab?"
3) Is bias minimized through blinding, recoding, and 
systematic random sampling?"

4) Is the guiding philosophy to “test” an hypothesis or 
“prove” an hypothesis?"



NIH will announce new guidelines"
"
NOT-OD-15-103"
•  The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of Extramural 

Research (OER) plans to clarify and revise application instructions 
and review criteria to enhance reproducibility of research findings 
through increased scientific rigor and transparency.  These updates, 
pending approval by the White House Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB), will take effect for applications submitted for the 
January 25, 2016, due date and beyond.  "

•   "
•  file:///replication%20and%20rigor/NOT-OD-15-103_%20Enhancing

%20Reproducibility%20through%20Rigor%20and
%20Transparency.html#sthash.dBfVN2VM.dpuf"

"


